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BeanAir and Astrium, the european leader in space programmes, 
signed a R&D partnership focused on designing Wireless Sensor 
Network for Avionic X project (next generation launcher avionics). 

This partnership strengthens and expands an existing partnership 
which had already taken shape on SAHARA2 Project supported by 
the French cluster ASTECH (Aircraft and Spacecraft). 

This project, part-funded by the French government (“Investments 
for the Future” programme), allows BeanAir to design a new wireless 
sensor technology that meets all needs in terms of reliability, 
miniaturization and determinism required by the space industry.  

“Starting from a blank page, we will specify a new generation of 
smart and innovative wireless sensors, while ensuring the 
sustainability of this technology over the decades” , explained damon 
PARSY, CEO of BeanAir. 

“This cooperation involving an innovative French SME falls within the 
scope of our procurement policy », said Didier Gignac Avionic X 
project supply manager. 

This cooperation between Astrium and Beanair companies is very 
stimulating. It demonstrates that beyond collaborative projects 
supported by our cluster, a long-term relationship is established 
among partners. The real success of the French clusters is to spur and 
sustain relationships between its members”, explained Sebastien 
Courrech CEO of ASTECH French Cluster. 

 

 

 

BeanAir® is a French manufacturer and designer of smart and rugged Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) dedicated to industrial machine 
monitoring, embedded measurement, structural engineering, energy management solution, isolated sites & process industry. BeanAir® provides 
wireless sensors for both dynamic measurement (vibration, shock and deformation) as well as static measurement (temperature, humidity, tilt, 
binary and analog measurement). Its wireless technology has a very high availability rate in harsh environments. 

For further information, you can call or email us:                                                                                                  
Phone: +33 (0)1.83.62.16.38  
E-mail: info@beanair.com Website: www.beanair.com 
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